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Abstract

We present “Transcriber”, a tool for assisting in the creation of speech corpora, and describe some aspects of its development and use. Transcriber was designed for the manual segmentation and transcription of long duration broadcast news recordings, including annotation of speech turns, topics and acoustic conditions. It is highly portable, relying on the scripting language Tcl/Tk with extensions such as Snack for advanced audio functions and tcLex for lexical analysis, and has been tested on various Unix systems and Windows. The data format follows the XML standard with Unicode support for multilingual transcriptions. Distributed as free software in order to encourage the production of corpora, ease their sharing, increase user feedback and motivate software contributions, Transcriber has been in use for over a year in several countries. As a result of this collective experience, new requirements arose to support additional data formats, video control, and a better management of conversational speech. Using the annotation graphs framework recently formalized, adaptation of the tool towards new tasks and support of different data formats will become easier. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Nous présentons “Transcriber”, un outil d’aide à la création de corpus de parole, et nous décrivons des éléments de son développement et de son utilisation. Transcriber a été conçu pour permettre la segmentation manuelle et la transcription d’enregistrements de nouvelles radio-diffusées de longue durée, ainsi que l’annotation des tours de parole, des thèmes et des conditions acoustiques. Cet outil très portable, reposant sur le langage de script Tcl/Tk et des extensions telles que Snack pour les fonctionnalités audio et tcLex pour l’analyse lexicale, a été testé sur différents systèmes Unix et sous Windows. Le format de données respecte le standard XML avec un support d’Unicode pour les transcriptions multilingues. Distribué sous licence libre pour encourager la production de corpus, faciliter leur échange, augmenter le retour d’expérience des utilisateurs et motiver les contributions logicielles extérieures, Transcriber est utilisé depuis plus d’un an dans plusieurs pays. Suite à cette utilisation, de nouveaux besoins sont apparus comme le support de formats de données supplémentaires, de la vidéo, et un meilleur traitement de la parole conversationnelle. En utilisant le modèle des graphes d’annotation formalisé récemment, l’adaptation de l’outil vers de nouvelles tâches et le support de différents formats de données sera facilité. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Speech research has long been conducted using small- or medium-sized databases recorded in controlled conditions. Until a few years ago, they often consisted of short duration recordings, and the speech was read by or elicited from a well-identified speaker. For read speech, orthographic transcription was not much of a problem since the content was known in advance. The need to transcribe appeared with spontaneous speech, but for short duration recordings made in a controlled environment transcription was easy and a classical text editor associated with a simple sound player was generally enough.

With the advent of work on long duration recordings of uncontrolled speech, the situation has changed. Navigation in a long duration recording becomes an issue, as well as time-alignment of the annotations with the signal. Additional information like background conditions, speaker turns or overlapping speech should be indicated along with the orthographic transcription. Further annotations can be needed by new research areas like named entities or topic detection. Therefore, new tools are required. Furthermore, for large quantities of data, productivity becomes a concern and can be increased by ergonomic tools.

In the framework of the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) programs, the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) has produced several hundreds hours of manually transcribed Broadcast News data, and developed specific tools and internal know-how for this production. There is now a growing need for producing similar data in other places. For instance, a project for transcription and indexing of multilingual Broadcast News started at the French Délégation Générale pour l’Armement (DGA) in 1997. A software environment was needed for creating the necessary corpora. After examination of existing solutions, it appeared that no available transcription software completely filled the needs, and it was decided to develop a new tool. The development of “Transcriber” started at the DGA in coordination with the LDC in late 1997, and the first release was presented in May 1998 (Barras et al., 1998). Since then, development went on and new features have been added according to the needs, until reaching a stable state. Besides, the experience acquired while using the tool and the desire to address new tasks have raised more scientific issues related to the format and the structure of the annotations. This article describes the current status of the tool, the experience gained and some future directions.

In the next section, we present the major requirements identified for the tool and explain why existing annotation tools could not fulfil our needs. Section 3 describes the main features of Transcriber, the format of the transcriptions, and explains the main implementation choices. Some experience of using the tool is presented in Section 4. Future directions and format evolution are discussed in Section 5.

2. Motivations

2.1. Data characteristics

A tool for the manual transcription of large amounts of radio and television soundtrack recordings was needed in order to create corpora and develop automatic speech recognition systems for indexing and retrieval of Broadcast News in several languages. The DARPA Broadcast News transcription task started in 1995 with the first formal evaluation campaign in 1996 (Stern, 1997), and a project on the same task started at DGA in 1997.

The Broadcast News task was the first wide-scale effort to address speech which has not been produced specifically for research purposes. Recordings can have durations from several minutes to several hours. Annotations have to provide the following information:

- an orthographic transcription along with a precise description of all audible acoustic events,
including hesitations, repetitions, vocal non-speech events and external noises;
• a division into speech **turns**, with an identification of the speaker for each turn;
• a division into larger **sections**, such as “stories”, including a clear separation of advertising and news sections;
• indication of variations in transmission channel or acoustic **background conditions**.

Turns, section boundaries and changes of acoustic conditions have to be temporally localized. The orthographic transcription also needs to be precisely and frequently synchronized with the speech signal (breakpoints can be located at pauses, breaths, sentences or any other convenient places), thus defining shorter segments. There are frequent portions of overlapping speech in spontaneous dialogs which need to be addressed. All these features imply some specific requirements for the annotation tool.

2.2. **Requirements**

The main requirement is to allow the user to manage long duration signals and input the various annotations described in the previous section as efficiently as possible. We also wanted a tool which can be easily installed and used.

2.2.1. **User interface**

Transcribing audio or video recordings is a very time-consuming task. It is usually done by educated native speakers of the language with no specific skill in computer science. Therefore, a transcription tool should mimic as much as possible the user interfaces of standard office software, so as to reduce training time. Its use should be intuitive, in order to lower the cognitive load and decrease error rates. In particular, it must provide an easy and intuitive association between the time course of the speech signal and the textual representation of the transcription and other annotations. Users should find it easy to navigate within either the audio stream or the textual transcription. Navigation and modification in either domain should automatically translate into appropriate changes in the other domain, and the methods for creating links between text and time must be easy and intuitive. In addition, fast response is crucial. Indeed, regardless of the interface design, a tool will not be accepted by users unless it responds quickly to user actions (McCandless, 1998).

Two features deserved special attention. First, in order to help navigation into the signal and segmentation, a cursor on the waveform should show the current position in the signal even while listening, i.e., the cursor should move in synchronization during playback. This feature is not straightforward to implement in a portable way. Second, the user should not experience any delay when navigating in long duration signals, i.e., displaying of such signals, including scrolling and zooming, should be very fast and reactive. This feature requires specific optimizations.

2.2.2. **Multilingual transcriptions**

In the framework of a multilingual indexing project, support for multiple languages is needed. Several aspects are involved: keyboard input, character display with specific issues on bi-directional scripts (for languages like Arabic), and internal data encoding with adequate file input/output. The localization of the interface is also useful, though less critical.

2.2.3. **Easy deployment**

We wanted a tool that would work on inexpensive computers, in order to reduce the cost per workstation. This implies that the interface should remain reactive even with limited computing power. More generally, we wanted a portable tool which could be easily installed on already existing computers and environments, and in particular which works on most Unix systems and on Windows.

To further ease deployment, the tool should not be encumbered by proprietary licence issues, both for ourselves and for potential partners. Of course, using free software also reduces the per-user cost.

2.3. **Existing annotation tools**

We first considered using existing transcription tools. One of the most well-known tools for signal analysis is Entropic’s product ESPS/waves+.
(formerly known as Xwaves) which efficiently manages signal and spectrogram displays and allows the user to edit a segmentation of the signal (e.g., at the phonetic level or at word level). However, it is not adapted to the transcription of broadcast news or of spontaneous conversations. For the transcription of multilingual telephone conversations and broadcast news recordings in the framework of the DARPA programs, the LDC developed a tool based on an interface between waves+ and the Emacs text editor. The resulting tool runs on Unix workstations, and requires a significant amount of training and supervision, since users must learn basic Unix skills, basic Emacs skills, and basic waves+ skills. The Entropic “annotator” product has similar characteristics. These solutions were unsatisfactory because of the issues of user training and supervision, and hardware and software expense.

Another, independent, annotation tool (named TNG) was developed at the LDC in Java a few years ago. However, compared with waves+, the waveform display and its update in response to user requests were relatively sluggish, so that it required a high-end workstation to be usable. It could not display a moving cursor during playback, and the first version of Java could only support 8-bit mu-law audio. Furthermore, the status and the licensing policy of Java and of some libraries needed for the user interface or audio management remained unclear for a long period. This direction was thus not pursued.

Many speech research laboratories have developed software for their own needs and some of them have released these tools publicly (with varying licensing schemes). First versions of the OGI CSLU Toolkit (Schalkwyk et al., 1997) included Lyre, a signal viewer with some segmentation capabilities. SFS tools from University College, London (Huckvale, 1987–1998) are a set of powerful programs for speech processing, including display, but not designed for interactive user interfaces. The Spoken Language Systems Group from MIT has described the architecture of their speech analysis and recognition tool SAPPHIRE (Hetherington and McCandless, 1996), which includes graphical tools; the design of SAPPHIRE seems promising but the tool is not publicly available. The EMU Speech Database System from Macquarie University (Sydney) is a collection of software tools for developing and extracting data from speech databases, including the creation of hierarchical and sequential labels of speech utterances (Cassidy and Harrington, 2001). The CHILDES system developed at Carnegie Mellon University provides tools for studying conversational interactions and for linking transcripts to digitized audio and video (MacWhinney, 2000), and large databases are available in the associated CHAT coding.

Since this first overview in late 1997, new tools appeared. The problem of synchronization between ethnographic speech data and related annotations has been addressed by the LACITO Archive project (Jacobson et al., 2001); the tool SoundIndex, initially written for the Macintosh platform, is used for time-alignment. The Institute for Signal and Information Processing (ISIP, Mississippi State University) provides several public domain software in the field of speech recognition and signal analysis, and the same group released Segmenter, a graphical tool to aid in performing segmentation and transcription of two-channel telephone speech data (Deshmukh et al., 1998); recent versions are also available for the Broadcast News task. The tool TransEdit has been developed at Carnegie Mellon University for the Windows platform (Burger, 1999). It was designed following speech annotators’ requests with flexibility and multimedia support in mind, resulting in very user-friendly tool. A more complete survey of existing annotation tools is available online (Bird and Liberman, 1999–2000). Some of them have also been evaluated in the framework of the EC-funded MATE project, which started on March 1998, and aims to develop a standard for spoken dialogue corpus annotation, and a related set of tools (McKelvie et al., 2001).

To summarize, a wide range of tools exist, but no solution adapted to the needs was available at

---

1 In addition, following the acquisition of Entropic by Microsoft, its product line of speech tools has been terminated, so that future availability of software relying on waves+ is compromised.
the time of our choice. In particular, no one provided a really interactive management of long durations signals synchronized with the transcription. We therefore considered adapting existing tools. Solutions relying on commercial products or on software covered by restrictive licences could not be easily modified nor redistributed. Among the freely available tools, some had interesting features, but were not designed for Broadcast News transcription. We tried to reuse components of existing tools, but it proved to be a difficult software re-engineering problem, and it soon appeared that it would be more efficient to start the development of a new tool.

2.4. Development and distribution of Transcriber

Development of Transcriber began in late 1997. In May 1998, a first release was made publicly available, presented at the LREC conference (Barras et al., 1998) and put into daily usage at DGA. We chose to distribute the tool as free software, under the GNU general public license (Free Software Foundation, 1991). We mainly wanted to ease the production of speech corpora and encourage their sharing. We also believe in the efficiency of open source for software development (Stallman, 1998). Having developed a new tool, the additional cost of distributing it and maintaining a Web site is modest, and we expected an increase in user feedback and contributions from external developers.

Transcriber is now used in many places (at the time of writing, more than 60 persons from 17 countries have subscribed to the announcement mailing list), and we regularly receive valuable feedback from users. Since the first release, many new features have been implemented, portability and robustness have been improved, and the data format has been enriched, while always maintaining backward compatibility. The tool has reached a stable state, which we now describe.

3. Description of Transcriber

This section describes the user interface, with emphasis on the features relevant to the structure of speech annotations and specific to Transcriber, then presents the data formats, and explains some implementation choices.

3.1. User interface

The user interface of the tool comprises two main parts (cf. Fig. 1): a text editor in the upper half of the screen, and a signal viewer in the lower half of the screen, along with the temporal segmentation at the different levels. In between, a maskable button bar provides tape-recorder-like icons for signal playback and shows the name of the files currently being edited.

The interface appearance (fonts, colors, localization) and behavior (keyboard shortcuts, playback mode, etc.) are user-configurable. These configuration options can be saved. The file that the user is working on and the cursor positions can also be saved so that the session configuration is automatically restored when restarting the tool. Users can thus resume their work as if they had not exited from the tool.

3.1.1. Text editor

The text editor allows for creating, displaying and editing the transcription. A transcription consists of plain text and various markers. Standard features of a text editor are provided: cut/copy/paste of the selection, find and replace, spell checking, and a limited undo. Markers are created using the menus or keyboard shortcuts and can be edited by clicking on them to pop up a dialog window.

Two types of markers can be distinguished. Some are used for structuring: the transcription is divided into segments, which are grouped into turns which are themselves grouped into sections, and change in acoustic background conditions can appear at any point in time (cf. Section 2.1). These markers bear time-stamps, which correspond to the boundaries in the segmentation displayed under the signal in the lower half of the screen. They are displayed in the text editor in different ways depending on their type (cf. Fig. 1):

- a new section is indicated by a button in the middle of a line with the topic name;
Fig. 1. Screen shot of the user interface.
• a new speech turn is indicated by a button at the left of a line with the speaker name;
• the beginning of a segment in the orthographic transcription is indicated by a large dot to the left of a line; the text in the following paragraph belongs to that segment;
• a change in acoustic conditions is indicated by a music icon inside the text.

Turns and sections have attributes, which can be edited by clicking on the button. The speaker associated to the turn can be chosen from a list of all existing speakers, or a new speaker can be created. Speakers’ identities can be searched for in the transcriptions, and can also be imported from other transcriptions. A specific mechanism is provided for the annotation and transcription of overlapping speech involving two speakers. Similar functions are provided for the topics associated to the sections. Background conditions (appearance or disappearance of background conversations, music, electric noise or any other kind of noise) can also be edited by clicking on the icon.

Other markers can be inserted in the text for any non-speech event, short noise, lexical annotation, language change or free comment. An open list of predefined descriptions for each kind of event is proposed to the transcriber. The event descriptions are task-specific but can be modified. These markers bear a flag indicating the extent of the marker in the text. Some events do not extend over other words, e.g. most of the speakers’ vocal non-speech sounds. By default they are displayed between square brackets, e.g. [i] for an inspiration. Other events do, e.g. external noises which often overlap with speech or language changes. By default they are displayed in a slightly different way, e.g. [n−]…[−n] for a beginning and end of a generic noise. These markers do not bear a temporal synchronization in the current implementation, but could do in the future.

3.1.2. Signal display and playback

The signal is displayed under the text editor. The signal waveform can be interactively scrolled and zoomed, even during playback. A portion of the signal can be selected for zooming or restricting playback to the selected region. Two views of the signal at different scales can be simultaneously displayed, which is useful for having a global view of the context in addition to a more precise, local view. When the audio file contains several channels, the waveforms are displayed in parallel.

Playback is controlled by tape-recorder-like buttons or by keyboard shortcuts. Various playback modes are provided, to suit the different stages of the transcription: continuous playback is useful for segmenting the signal, playback of the current segment for transcribing it, or continuous playback with a short pause at each segment boundary for verification. During playback, the cursor in the signal moves continuously in synchrony with the sound. This allows the user to associate the location on the waveform to what they hear and eases signal segmentation.

All functions remain available during playback. The user can thus annotate continuously. As playback can be controlled by keyboard shortcuts, he can also almost always keep the focus in the text editor. One exception is for moving a boundary, which requires mouse dragging in the segmentation display in the lower half of the screen.

3.1.3. Signal segmentation

The temporal segmentations at the different levels (orthographic transcription, speech turn, topic change, acoustic conditions) are drawn under the signal and are synchronized with it during scrolling or zooming operations. The information associated to each segment is displayed entirely or partially according to the zoom level. Each segmentation level in each view can be independently masked at user option.

The segment boundaries can be edited by dragging them with the mouse. A new boundary can be inserted at the current cursor position using the menu or a keyboard shortcut (by default the return key, as a new line is created in the text editor). Since this is possible during playback, a rough segmentation can be quickly created by hitting a key at desired segmentation points while listening. A more precise positioning of the boundaries can be achieved in the second phase using the mouse to drag them to the correct positions.
A new speech turn or section can be inserted at any previously created boundary. Changes in acoustic background conditions can be inserted at any position, using specific commands. When a boundary is shared across levels, dragging it at one level automatically moves it at the other levels. Sequentiality of the time marks is always ensured. A boundary normally cannot be moved past its neighbors, but can be forced to move further and push its neighbors accordingly.

3.1.4. Synchronization between text and signal

The text editor and the temporal segmentation under the signal can be considered as two different views of the same transcription object. Any change in the text editor is immediately displayed in the temporal segmentation. Two cursors are simultaneously active, one in the text editor (where text can be inserted in the transcription) and one in the signal viewer (where playback will start). Both cursors are synchronized and constrained to be always consistent, i.e., they have to always stay within the same temporal segment: as soon as one cursor moves to another segment, the other cursor automatically moves to the same segment, and the windows are automatically scrolled when needed. The current segment is highlighted both in the text editor and in the signal segmentation display. During playback, the text of the segment being currently played can thus be easily followed in the text editor. If the cursor is moved to another segment while listening, playback is interrupted and restarts at the beginning of the new segment.

3.2. Data format

The set of annotations includes not only the orthographic transcription, but also all the information about turns, speakers, sections, acoustic condition changes, and other events. These data need to be stored in a file, processed in various ways, and exchanged easily. The data format thus needs to be chosen carefully. It should as far as possible follow existing standards, or at least be easily converted to some of them.

3.2.1. File format

Obviously, Unicode which is the most standard multilingual character encoding (The Unicode Consortium, 2000) should be supported. Unicode provides a unique encoding for every character in almost all existing languages and thus allows texts in several languages to appear within a single document.

Besides, transcriptions are complex objects, and a structured machine-readable format is needed. We considered Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and its more recent subset Extensible Markup Language (XML) (Bray et al., 1998). Both allow a document to be structured as a tree. Each node of the tree contains a set of attributes with a value. The syntax used in the document can be specified in a document type declaration (DTD). Tools exist for ensuring automatically the well-formedness and validity of a document, that is, that it correctly follows the SGML or XML syntax as well as its specific DTD. More importantly, SGML and XML are widespread standards, which helps sharing documents. In addition, they support Unicode character codes. Automatic processing of XML documents is much easier than SGML, and thus XML was adopted.

3.2.2. DTD design

The format was designed as being backward compatible with a previous format used at the LDC for the DARPA Broadcast News evaluations. The transcriptions have three hierarchically embedded layers of segmentation (orthographic transcription, speaker turns, sections), plus a fourth level of segmentation (acoustic background conditions) which is independent of the other three (cf. Fig. 2). A global list of speakers along with their attributes is also managed inside a transcription, as is a list of topics. Fig. 3 shows a manually indented sample of a transcription file corresponding to the screen shot of Fig. 1.

In our case, the validation of a document is not enough to ensure its logical consistency; indeed, some properties – e.g., the fact that the “startTime” and “endTime” attributes must bear numerical values which are in increasing order, or that each of the four types of segmentation is
constrained to be a partition of the whole signal –
exceeds the capabilities of a DTD and have to be
verified afterwards in the application. Some of
these issues could be addressed using Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS) and Extensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL) which aim to provide more
complex manipulations of XML files (Clark,
1999).
The default event description provided with the tool is currently specific to the task and to the transcriber’s language. Agreement could be reached on an international set of non-speech events or other annotations. This would ease the international exchange of produced corpora. However, deciding which annotations are language-independent is not straightforward, and the transcriber should remain able to add his or her own annotations.

In 1998, NIST designed an Universal Transcription Format or UTF based on previous LDC formats for the production of Hub-4 Broadcast News and Hub-5 Conversational speech corpora (NIST, 1998). Conversions between our format and UTF are partially lossy in both directions because of slightly different orientations (our format supports improved speaker characteristics but not yet the named entities optionally present in UTF). A version of Transcriber has been produced that can read, edit and write transcripts in the CHILDES format (MacWhinney, 2000). This involves a very different DTD, expressing a different (and considerably more elaborate) set of annotation categories. We aim to address the problem of making it easy to adapt Transcriber for use with a nearly unlimited variety of different annotation frameworks.

3.3. Implementation issues

This section presents the main development choices which were made, in line with the requirements.

3.3.1. Programming language and development mode

We were confronted with the choice of a language for the development. Over the last few years, there has been a growing interest in various scripting languages (Ousterhout, 1998). One of the most open and successful ones is Tcl/Tk. It is a multiplatform script language available for several Unix systems, Macintosh and Windows (Ousterhout, 1994). The syntax of the Tcl language is rather simple, but a complex user interface can be written in a few lines using the Tk graphical library. The absence of compilation significantly speeds up the development process, and computers have become powerful enough nowadays to provide rapid reactions even with interpreted applications. The need for a C or C++ development is reduced to the critical or system-dependent parts which can easily be interfaced with the Tcl script. Tcl/Tk was therefore chosen for the development of Transcriber. At the time of writing, Transcriber runs under several Unix systems (Linux, Solaris, SGI) and Windows, and a port to the Macintosh is under way.

Combined with the free distribution, the use of a scripting language allowed rapid prototyping development with quick user feedback on the tool. Numerous functions were modified or added according to user requests. For example, management of overlapping speech was changed several times in order to provide a more intuitive user interface. This development mode lasted over a year with monthly updates.

3.3.2. Multilingual text editor

The standard Tk text widget was chosen for editing the transcription. Multilingual transcriptions are possible, since recent Tk versions manage the display of Unicode characters. We also considered the Emacs text editor, which is a free, powerful text editor and supports multilinguality; however it would have become harder to provide an integrated tool with a consistent user interface. Unicode characters are managed internally in Tcl, and can be easily re-mapped to various alternative encodings. However, we have not experimented widely with non-roman scripts. The main limitation on script choice at present is the Tk text widget, which cannot yet handle bi-directional text or general rendering of composite Unicode characters (e.g., with diacritics). However, we hope that these capabilities will be added, since multilinguality and Unicode support are high on the list of priorities for the developers of Tcl/Tk.

No generic architecture for input methods is now available in Tcl/Tk. Keyboard configuration can often be handled at the operating system level; but if needed, it is easy to configure the tool to bind any keyboard combination to a given Unicode character.
3.3.3. Interactive display of long duration waveforms

Since providing interactive display and playback of long duration signals was a high priority, scrolling and zooming of the waveform had to be achieved without freezing the interface, even on a low-cost computer.

A specific waveform display module has been developed for Transcriber. This time-critical part is written in C, and is optimized for interactive zooming and scrolling the sound files without interrupting real-time output. The sound file is never loaded in memory, since a single hour of signal could easily exceed the available memory. The first time a long sound file is accessed, a low resolution temporal envelope of the waveform (minimal and maximal sample values for each 10 ms segment) can optionally be computed and stored on disk in order to speed up later display. In this case the display is computed using only the pre-computed envelope instead of the much bigger sound file. If the pre-computation of the envelope is disabled, the low-resolution display is disabled as well to avoid any sluggish display. During scrolling, only the required part of the waveform is computed, not the whole display. Signal segmentation display has also been designed for efficiency. All these optimizations dramatically increase the interactivity of zooming and scrolling.

As an option, remote sound file access is provided through a server controlled with sockets and specifically optimized for the tool, thus being more efficient than a standard network file access. For signal display, the waveform is computed on the server and is transmitted over the network instead of accessing the whole signal through the network. This feature makes it possible to centralize all recordings on a server, allowing interactive remote access without duplication of resources. This feature is mainly intended for the consultation of remote archives.

3.3.4. Audio management with Snack

Synchronization of the cursor during playback usually requires low-level access to the audio driver, which can limit portability. Much time was spent during early development for a reliable sound control, especially because of hardware or of low-level operating system problems. The Snack audio extension provided a good solution to these multiplatform audio difficulties.

Snack is an extension for the Tcl/Tk scripting language which provides multiplatform audio management. It was developed by K. Sjölander at KTH speech laboratory (Sjölander, 1997–2000; Sjölander et al., 1998). Most commonly used sound file formats are supported, playback is efficiently supported for Windows and several Unix systems including Linux, and it runs in the background while staying under the control of the application. These excellent technical characteristics and the fact that it is distributed as free software made Snack obviously the best choice for multiplatform audio management. It was thus chosen for use within Transcriber.

3.3.5. Implementation of the parser

An XML parser was needed to make the interface between the application and the data, ensuring that any well-formed XML file will be correctly read or written. Furthermore, production of valid documents according to their DTD is important for their automatic exploitation, and we therefore needed a validating parser. At the time of development, no free validating XML parser was available for Tcl/Tk. A parser was therefore designed using tcLex, a lexical analyzer generator extension to Tcl and distributed as free software (Bonnet, 1998–1999). Unicode encoding is supported and automatically detected upon reading. The internal representation of the transcription was chosen to consist mainly in the XML data structure, which as a result is always kept in memory and dynamically updated according to transcription modifications. Saving the transcription only requires a dump of the existing data. When a DTD is active, each modification of the XML data structure in memory is immediately validated, which ensures that saving the current XML image to a file will produce a valid XML file.

4. Experience

Transcriber has been used for the DGA project on Broadcast News for over a year. It has also
been used by the French company VECSYS for several months in the framework of the European Language Engineering project OLIVE (de Jong et al., 2000). In this section, we report on the practical use in these two places, and on some of the experience gained. We describe the material which was transcribed, the working conditions and the productivity, and the transcription guidelines which were provided to the transcribers.

4.1. Material transcribed

The reference material for the DGA project consists of 20 h of morning news program (7–9 h) recorded in December 1998 (10 weekdays from 2 consecutive weeks) from the national French radio station “France-Inter”. This choice was motivated by the fact that the distribution rights for this data could be obtained, and by the news-oriented but varied content. The typical 2-h program contains 3 news bulletins (for a total of about 50 min), specialized news (20 min), various chronicles (10 min), review of the French press and of the European press (15 min), interviews and live questions from listeners (20 min), and weather reports (5 min). The review of the European press was done by a non-native speaker, and contained, of course, a lot of foreign names and expressions.

The material transcribed by VECSYS included 15 h of radio recordings from French programs “France-Inter” and “France-Info”, and 65 h of television soundtracks from various channels in French and German (23 h of “Arte” programs in French, 30 h of “Arte” programs in German, and 12 h of French channels “France 3”, “France 2” or “TF1”). “Arte” programs consisted mostly of news bulletins and documentaries on social or political issues.

The material transcribed by VECSYS included 15 h of radio recordings from French programs “France-Inter” and “France-Info”, and 65 h of television soundtracks from various channels in French and German (23 h of “Arte” programs in French, 30 h of “Arte” programs in German, and 12 h of French channels “France 3”, “France 2” or “TF1”). “Arte” programs consisted mostly of news bulletins and documentaries on social or political issues.

4.2. Working conditions

Two half-time transcribers were hired for the DGA project. They were educated, native French speakers. Both were given a PC (Pentium Pro 200 MHz) under Linux with headphones and loudspeakers. Each one had to transcribe a set of 10 one-hour sound files copied to their hard disks. They worked in the same room and could share their experiences. They had dictionaries and lists of journalists’ names at their disposal. They went to great lengths to find the correct spelling of proper names, despite the fact that a specific marking was available for uncertain orthography. They were informed in advance of the recording sessions that they would have to transcribe, and decided to get newspapers from the corresponding days. The European press review proved to be a difficult challenge, since foreign newspapers were more difficult to get. When they had completed a one-hour sound file, an additional verification was done in the presence of a speech researcher in order to discuss the specific problems which arose. Further checking and normalizations were performed on the whole set of transcriptions, and the transcribers had feedback about the errors.

Eight half-time native speakers of French and German produced the transcriptions for VECSYS. They started with a 15 day training period in the company, and then they were provided with a PC running Linux, a modem and the sound files on a CD-ROM and worked at home. They were also given lists of journalist names, and paper drafts when available for the Arte programs; otherwise they relied on their own resources – for example, some did name spell checking via the Internet. The produced transcriptions were sent to the company by e-mail. They were verified and corrected by a person specializing in this task, and who had use of all the necessary dictionaries.

4.3. Productivity

A monitoring function was added to the tool in order to be able to analyze the production of transcriptions and estimate the amount of work needed for the transcription of 1 h of material. This was also a user’s request, since they were interested in monitoring their own daily progress. Time spent using the tool was measured and recorded, along with various measures of the transcription task (number of temporal breakpoints, of speech turns, of words...).

The total time needed for the production of 1 h of transcribed material, including careful verification of the transcription, amounted to around 50 h for both DGA transcribers. Of interest is that they
did not follow the same strategy: the first one chose to segment and annotate the whole signal first, performing the orthographic transcription in a second pass; the second one did segmentation, annotation and transcription in parallel. The superiority of one strategy over the other one could not be demonstrated. However, getting accurate segmentations took a lot of time. This was an indication that a good automatic segmentation of the signal into short segments might speed up the overall transcription work. We have therefore given the transcribers an automatically computed pre-segmentation into breath groups produced by the LIMSI speech partitioning system (Gauvain et al., 1998), which they could modify as necessary, and they found it useful. Indication of speaker changes were also provided, but the transcribers found them more confusing than helpful. These are subjective appreciations from the transcribers, and further investigation is necessary before drawing conclusions.

Mean transcription time for the VECSYS experience also amounted to around 50 times real time, with a large disparity depending on the program. Radio news programs were easier, and television debates were much harder due to frequent overlapping speech and the difficulty of speaker identification from the soundtrack only.

4.4. Transcription guidelines

Transcribers were provided with a written document describing the transcription guidelines, i.e., explanations about what should be annotated and how to annotate it. Initial guidelines were written by LIMSI. They were intentionally kept simple (and thus predictably incomplete) in their first version, and were augmented as necessary when specific questions arose.

The transcription guidelines covered the following topics:

- What should be annotated: orthographic transcription of the foreground; non-speech events and background noise conditions; speech turns with a precise identification of the speaker (name, gender, accent in the case of foreign speakers) and topics.
- What should not be annotated, such as transcription of commercials.
- How to add punctuation to increase readability without interfering with automatic processing.
- How to deal with numbers, spelled letters, unknown words, etc.
- How to mark pronunciation errors, truncated words, overlapping speech, noises, etc.
- How to mark utterances in foreign languages, or isolated foreign word or expressions.

Designing good guidelines proved to be far from straightforward. They have to meet several, sometime conflicting, requirements: they must ensure usability for several types of automatic processing, and take into account readability of the transcriptions by humans; they must help the transcribers in ambiguous situations and standardize the expected annotations, without bothering them with too many conventions which might be difficult to remember or causing lost time on fine details; they must cover most cases without becoming inconsistent. To summarize, they have to keep a good balance between completeness and simplicity.

In practice, the initial transcription guidelines have evolved to deal with the problems encountered during the sessions and the transcribers' questions. They were concerned with the use of capitalization, spelling of acronyms, marking of foreign words, etc. The tool itself also evolved accordingly, a good example being the management of overlapping speech.

4.5. Management of overlapping speech

Our priority was the transcription of single-channel broadcast news recordings for speech recognition systems training, and within this framework overlapping speech segments are currently discarded from further automatic exploitation. However, future tasks may use them. They make the transcription more complete, and it was judged less frustrating for the transcriber to be able to transcribe overlapping speech, whether this data will be used or not. Different situations were identified in the broadcast news task:

1. clear foreground speech with background speech – e.g., translation with the original
foreign voice in background: in this case, only the foreground voice had to be transcribed with an acoustic condition marker indicating background speech;
2. limited interjections from other speakers (e.g., hum, yes...): they were indicated as instantaneous noises inside the main speaker transcription;
3. a dialog between two speakers with frequent overlapping at the boundaries: when feasible, it could be transcribed using the specific mechanism for simultaneous speech described later;
4. more than two overlapping speakers: the transcribers were requested not to annotate these.

It proved to be difficult to provide an ergonomic user interface for overlapping speech. In a first implementation, the constraint that the segmentations should be a strict partition of the signal was relaxed, and the last speech segment of one turn could overlap with the first speech segment of the next turn (solution 1 in Fig. 4). The overlapping segments could be drawn in the temporal segmentation under the signal, but the resulting display in the text editor was confusing, because the two overlapping speech segments belonged to two separate speech turns and their simultaneity did not appear clearly enough. Several interfaces were tried and changed at the user’s request before eventually choosing another representation (solution 2 in Fig. 4). The overlapping part is clearly marked as a speech turn with two speakers. Despite the creation of this artificial speech turn, this led to a more acceptable solution in the interface. In the text editor, the parallelism between the two utterances appears clearly (Fig. 1).

In conversational speech, overlapping is often so common that this approach becomes problematic both for the transcriber and for the eventual user. In the case of telephone speech recordings, two simultaneous speakers are often well enough separated on the separate channels for automated processing to go forward without special source-separation algorithms. In this case, it is much easier for the transcriber to segment and transcribe each channel as an independent stream, and the result is also more easily assimilated by training or testing programs as well as by human users. This approach to the transcription of heavily overlapped speech with a separate audio channel for each speaker (which is essentially the one that the LDC has been using) requires a different user interface as well as a different transcription specification. Providing such a solution in Transcriber is one of our goals for the future. Meanwhile, we understand that one user has solved the problem temporarily by running two simultaneous invocations of Transcriber, one for each channel! The resulting files are then merged (or split) automatically later on. A better solution will be to integrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn segmentation</th>
<th>Speaker A</th>
<th>Speaker B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Orthographic segmentation | ... | A: ... | B: ... | ... | ...

1. overlapping segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn segmentation</th>
<th>Speaker A</th>
<th>Speakers A+B</th>
<th>Speaker B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Orthographic segmentation | ... | A: ... | B: ... | ... | ...

2. simultaneous speech with non-overlapping segments

Fig. 4. Two solutions tested for the representation of overlapping speech.
the parallel streams of transcription under simultaneous program control.

4.6. Relevance of implementation choices

When looking back at the choices performed, we feel that the use of a scripting language considerably speeded up the development. The choice of Tcl is not mandatory, and the Tk widget has also been interfaced with the Perl scripting language. For a development restricted to the Windows platform, Visual Basic would bring similar advantages. In a multiplatform framework, the availability of the Snack extension for audio management in Tcl would be currently a decisive argument for still choosing Tcl.

A validating XML parser has been developed for the tool in Tcl using the tcLex library. However, XML parsing and validating in an interpreted language proved to be rather slow, especially with Unicode support. The current version of the parser would not be adapted for reading a long annotation file with word-level synchronizations or even phonetic annotations. We consider using another XML parser in the future, especially with the development of standard programming interfaces for the manipulation of XML documents (e.g., with the document object model or DOM, Wood et al., 1998). This would also reduce the maintenance workload for this part in Transcriber.

Other limitations remain. The “undo” function should be improved to allow an unlimited number of undoes. Right-to-left writing and bi-directional support, which is needed for some languages, seems difficult to implement correctly with the current version of the Tk text widget. Display of transcription files for material exceeding 1 h becomes slow in our configurations, mostly because of the numerous embedded buttons and images inside the text widget. Added to the parsing duration, this can make the launching of the tool last several tens of seconds, and scrolling in the text editor is also a bit less reactive. On the other hand, signal display remains perfectly reactive for signals up to several hours. This second feature, combined with the permanent and fluid synchronization with the text editor, seems to be currently the most appreciated feature of the tool.

5. Future directions

Though Transcriber has reached a stable state, its dissemination has prompted new needs. Users would benefit from further help such as automatic consistency checking, automatic alignment of transcription with signal, video display, or variable-speed playback. New application domains call for an increased flexibility in sound files management and annotation formats. This section presents these possible extensions.

5.1. Consistency checking

More tools are clearly needed for ensuring consistency of the transcriptions. Help should be provided for checking the consistency of proper names throughout the various transcriptions. A user-defined glossary and editable shortcuts have been introduced in the tool at the request of users; however, this is not yet completely satisfactory. A mechanism of automatic completion using previously written names in all existing transcriptions (compiled by hand or even automatically) seems to be an interesting solution and remains to be implemented. Online dictionaries, encyclopedias, or even maps for place names, should be made easily available to the transcriber. The LDC uses external databases of names, accessed via client–server connections, and it will be useful to some applications to provide support for this feature.

5.2. Automatic speech processing

Creating a pre-segmentation (cf. Section 4.3) or checking the transcription by aligning it automatically with the signal is currently done by researchers using independent, elaborate tools (a speech recognition engine, acoustics models, and, for the alignment, a lexicon). It might be interesting to integrate such tools with Transcriber, for example to display the segments where poor alignment was detected. This might be useful for researchers, but could also, if the interface is
user-friendly enough, be used directly by transcribers to check their transcription.

5.3. Multimedia

Speaker identification on television soundtracks is very difficult, because speakers are not introduced by the presenter in the same way as on the radio, their visual appearance being generally sufficient. In the short term, watching the video during the verification phase is an alternative (as has been the practice at the LDC). But the best solution for this problem would be to provide the complete video recording, not only the audio track. This would also ease the whole transcription process in the case of background noise. With the current development of video capabilities on standard computers, it can be hoped that easy technical solutions for interfacing the tool with a video player will be available in the near future. Such an interface will also be useful for other applications in which video recordings are to be transcribed or annotated, such as the study of gesture in communicative interaction.

5.4. Sound files management

Multiple sound files could be managed in a single transcription file. Specific functions should be available for multichannel sound files (e.g., telephonic conversations as in the Switchboard task), for instance for playback of one channel at a time. It might then become useful to extend the interface to manage multiple windows. Additionally, variable-speed playback (as is commonly available in analog tape-based transcription systems, and in some software systems) will help productivity by permitting faster “proof-listening.”

5.5. Format evolution

In the project, most effort was initially devoted to the user interface. The format choice was rather conservative and derived from existing LDC formats which proved already adapted to the broadcast news task. We also kept the single tree structure, which brought serious limitations to further extensions. Also, the tool is very sensitive to the modifications of the DTD. This limitation is not due to the XML paradigm which can be used for virtually any kind of data structure, but to the current implementation.

However, most user interface concepts in the tool which proved attractive for the users are not specific to the broadcast news task, and it quickly appeared useful to open the tool to other formats. A large number of other formats is currently used in the field of speech research. As an attempt to better coordinate existing efforts, the text encoding initiative (TEI) provided in 1994 recommendations for the transcription of written and also spoken materials in SGML (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 1994); current efforts aim at adapting TEI to XML and expanding its coverage. The MATE project is also trying to provide a standard format for spoken dialogue annotation (McKelvie et al., 2001). Various existing annotation formats are referenced online (Bird and Liberman, 1999–2000).

As a first step, the tool was adapted to the CHAT coding used in the CHILDES system (MacWhinney, 2000). Large amount of transcribed conversational speech is available in this format, and some researchers studying language acquisition would be interested in a version of Transcriber devoted to their needs, as an alternative to already existing tools. The DTD was extended with new tags and the source code had to be slightly modified for this task. But a more generic solution would be preferable, e.g., by simply reading the DTD or any adapted formal description of the format and having the interface of the tool automatically adapted to the chosen format.

Current developments are based upon Bird and Liberman’s reflections about annotation graphs (Bird and Liberman, 2001). They show that virtually any existing annotation can be viewed as a labeled acyclic graph, in which some nodes bear ordered time values, and they develop a complete formalism for annotation graphs. Within this framework, all segments of the transcriptions are stored as an unordered set of typed arcs between identified nodes.

Switching to this framework for internal data management and for the reference transcription file
format will lead to a much more generic tool, and conversion to other formats will become easier (Geoffrois et al., 2000). This does not preclude alternative formats, with time-ordered segments or in a human-readable format. For example, the internal format will no longer constrain new sections to impose a new turn, though such constraints can remain in the interface of the tool for a specific task.

6. Conclusions

We have presented Transcriber, a tool for assisting in the creation of speech corpora. It provides an intuitive and interactive interface for transcribing and annotating long duration signals.

Interface prototyping in a scripting language was shown to be an effective development approach, when robust libraries are available. Being distributed as free software, our project has been followed by numerous speech scientists and engineers who gave valuable hints for further developments that made the tool much more portable and usable. A web site has been designed for the distribution of the tool, and an announcement and a developer mailing list are in use. Our aim is to develop the future versions with the potential co-developers in a modular fashion with an interactive dialog, taking full advantage of the open source development framework.

After more than one year of testing the system, we feel that Transcriber is suitable for large-scale production of speech resources. It is now used by several research or development teams in various countries. Our initial target was very focused towards broadcast news transcription. But the interest in the tool showed that other areas need interactive tools that are easy to use. Future developments will use a generic data structure based on annotation graphs and provide multimedia extensions. This will lead to a much more user-configurable and task-configurable tool.
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